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NEVADA OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
COMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (CDV) 

COURT SUBCOMMITTEE 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Tuesday, October 29, 2019 at 4:00 p.m.  
 

Meeting Location: 
 

Office of the Attorney General 
Mock Courtroom 

100 North Carson Street 
Carson City, NV 89701 

 
 

1. Call to order and roll call of members. 
a. The Committee on Domestic Violence (CDV) Court Subcommittee 

meeting was called to order at 4:00 pm. 
b. Present 

• Chairwoman Judge Jones, Cassandra (Chairwoman Judge 
Jones) 

• Judge Lynch, Patricia (Judge Lynch) 
• Ramos, Suzanne (Ramos) 
• Troshynski, Emily (Troshynski) 

c. Absent 
• Scott, Annette (Scott) 
• Cisneros, Jessica (Cisneros) 

d. Staff 
• O’Banion, Nicole (O’Banion) 
• Mouannes, Jason (Mouannes) 
• Long, Sophia (Long) 

f. Quorum established 
 

2. Public Comment. 
a. No public comment. 

 
3. For Possible Action:  Review, discussion, and possible approval of September 

30, Meeting Minutes. 
.  Judge Lynch:  At Item 3.i, “Adair responded to Judge Lynch’s question 

earlier.”  There is no earlier question.  I do remember what the question was, 
and it was: “Was that bill part of the Attorney General’s packet or where did 
the gun bill come from?”  Maybe it should say:  Judge Lynch’s question as to 
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who sponsored the bill.  Also at item j, it says I shared my experience with 
jury trials.  That is true, but what I was specifically saying is that the Justice 
Court got the jurors from the District Court jury pool. That was a suggestion. 

b.  Jason Mouannes:  I will make those corrections. 
 c.  Judge Lynch:  I am still confused where we say the benefits of a 
Domestic Violence Compliance Court Coordinator to the Administrative Office 
of the Courts.  We were about two different things – whether we were going to 
do domestic violence courts, or see if people wanted to try and get coordinators 
for their courts.  We also needed to talk to the AOC about the risk assessment.  
I think the agenda item was actually two items, and I do not see any discussion 
that actually separated them.  Maybe you could add that Judge Lynch 
expressed confusion regarding this topic thinking they were two separate 
items. 
 d.  The minutes were approved unanimously with the above corrections 
by Judge Lynch. 
 

4. For Discussion and Possible Action:  CDV member, Judge Patricia Lynch, 
will present the “Battered Women Justice Project” and the “Domestic Violence 
Compliance Court” outlines. The Court Subcommittee members will discuss 
and possibly decide if they want to add it to the action plan developed in item 
#4 of this agenda. 
 a.  Judge Lynch:  Reviewing the materials submitted.  Are these 
domestic violence courts more effective than just throwing the cases in regular 
court?  Is it worth it?  Hopefully they will be funding under VALA, but I think 
it is still pending in the Senate.  This would be similar to the court I created 
and in Las Vegas which were created by grants.  We would look at those two 
courts and survey what is going on out there because we need a baseline.    
 b.  Judge Jones:  I think this is the action plan.  This committee should 
make a recommendation to the Attorney General; and he can make the 
recommendation to the AOC, other law enforcement officers, etc.   
 c.  O’Banion stated it does not have to be a finalized action plan by the 
13th.  We just need to advise what needs to be looked at further before the next 
steps. 
 d.  Judge Jones:  I think out timeline should be the same as when BDR’s 
need to be submitted – next October or November.  Our recommendations could 
be implemented on a voluntary basis, but the Attorney General may want to 
use some of his BDRs to implement them. 
 e.  O’Banion:  Our office has to have the BDR’s drafted by May 30th.   
 f.  Judge Jones:  I know we are kind of mixing items 4 and 6, but with 
that type of timeframe I do not know if we could achieve steps 1 through 6 and 
do it well in six months.  I see them break down into three things: 1) the survey 
of literature and best practices; 2) funding; and 3) what is Nevada already 
doing.  After we have looked at those three areas, let’s make a recommended 
action plan for implementation across the state.  I think what the Legislature 
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might want to do is provide a BDR for the creation of a diversion or a specialty 
court. 
 g.  There was no further comment at this time. 
 

5. For Discussion and Possible Action:  Nicole O’Banion, Ombudsman for 
Domestic Violence, Sexual Assault and Human Trafficking, Nevada Office of 
the Attorney General will present the Praxis International “New Guides to The 
Domestic Violence Best Practice Assessment: Victim‐Witness Services, Bail 
Setting and Pre‐Trial Release” Power Point. The Court Subcommittee 
members will discuss and possibly decide if they want to add it to the action 
plan developed in item #4 [sic] of this agenda. (Judge Lynch – I believe it should 
be item #6.) 

  a.  O’Banion advised that part of the conversation that occurred last time 
was that there are no domestic violation questions included in the pretrial 
release risk assessment, and that is something that was of concern to everyone.  
There was a webinar that discussed including domestic violation questions in 
a pretrial assessment.  I included it so the committee members would have the 
information if it was another item to be included on the action plan.  I know it 
is a conversation that is continually brought up in every domestic violence 
meeting.  This is a really big concern for those of us in the field of domestic 
violence; specifically domestic violence offenders are not being assessed for that 
type of risk.  I am not sure if you want to include that in the action plan as a 
second piece of action that would include further evaluation of any risk 
assessments in the nation.  See if other states are including domestic violence 
questions on those risk assessments or not, then coming up with questions the 
committee would recommend.   

  b.  Judge Jones:  This is obviously the area that I am really interested 
in.  A victim risk assessment available at the time of setting bail, and also the 
same assessment being available at the time of sentencing, would be extremely 
helpful.  I do not know if the court has to order it, if it becomes the best practice 
model for law enforcement agencies across the state.  This is where the 
Attorney General really has the authority to shape things, i.e. make it a best 
practice for law enforcement agencies and the District Attorneys to provide 
this information and have it readily available.  Even if the Supreme Court does 
not implement as part of our pretrial risk assessment, it is still something that 
could be implemented in domestic violence advocacy.  I see our subcommittee 
recommending a specific tool that law enforcement officers can use in the field. 

  c.  O’Banion:  We just had this conversation in the legislative 
subcommittee meeting and the Jeanie Geiger Center, they used the Dale risk 
assessment and they recommended using that statewide, so all law 
enforcement are using the same one.  Judge Jones you were asking to have the 
assessment attached, and I am not sure where you get that. 
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  d.  Judge Jones:  What I am talking about is a probable cause sheet, 
which is a very brief report that the law enforcement officer compiles to show 
there is probable cause for the arrest.  Under the Supreme Court rules, we also 
now get Pre-trial Risk Assessment Tool (PRAT).  The PRAT shows us how 
likely is someone to fail to appear, and in the general sense, what type of risk 
do they oppose to the community if they are out on bail.  It does not give us any 
specific information about the risk to the victim involved.  That is where the 
domestic violence risk assessment would be a supplement to this.  If it were 
completed and included in the packet, I would get the PC affidavit, the PRAT, 
and also the domestic violence assessment. 

  e.  O’Banion:  Would the judges be the ones who would require the DV 
risk assessment be included with the packet? 

  f.  Judge Lynch:  Yes.  You have to review the information with 48 hours 
because you can’t hold them without probable cause.  A lot of jurisdictions are 
trying to move that up, so that a judge needs to look at it by 12 to 24 hours 
during the work week.  That is when the judge, in looking at the probable cause 
assessment, will make an initial bail determination.  It is real early in the 
proceeding, but that is also the time when it is the most dangerous. 

  g.  O’Banion:  Who now requires that DV written assessment to be 
attached to that packet?  How do we make sure that gets attached to the 
probable cause sheet? 

  h.  Judge Jones:  It is not being done on a consistent basis statewide.  I 
believe it is being done in the Las Vegas Municipal or Justice Court.   

  i.  O’Banion:  But how did it get to the judges?  I am trying to put the 
pieces of the puzzle together for our action plan.   

  j.  Ramos:  Judge Graham has shared with me that Metro completes it 
and Metro attaches it to their PC affidavit.   

  k. O’Banion:  How did Metro start doing that? That is what I am trying 
to figure out. 

  l.  Ramos:  Pretrial services at the jail are done by the staff.  The pretrial 
services would be within the Sheriff’s office, or Metro that would be doing this. 

  m. O’Banion:  The pretrial services people would then reach out and 
collect the DV assessment from the law enforcement officer, and then the 
pretrial services people would then make sure on any DV case they get the DV 
assessment, they attached with the PRAT, and the PC go to the judge.  Is that 
correct? 

  n.  Judge Jones:  Yes. 
  o.  Judge Lynch:  That would be the way that it would ideally work.  I do 

not know if every jurisdiction has pretrial services.  You would have to look at 
every jurisdiction.  Judge Jones, is everyone required to use the PRAT or was 
it just being used on a trial basis. 

 
  p.  Judge Jones:  It is mandatory as of January 1st.  As far as I know, 

every jurisdiction has implemented it.  Even if there is not a formal pretrial 
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services department, every county now has someone tasked with doing that 
job.  We do not have to solve this today.  We do want to review and recommend 
a risk assessment tool, and we want to recommend an implementation model.  
We do not have to solve what the implementation model is going to be today. 

  q.  O’Banion:  Correct, and this might be one of those legislative changes 
you were talking about, because we might want to add that wherever PRAT is 
implemented, we add onto that language a DV assessment also needs to be 
included.   

  r.  Judge Lynch:  It is the Supreme Court that makes that 
determination.  That is why Judge Jones was saying it will be mandatory 
January 1, and it is mandatory in certain trial jurisdictions.  That is where we 
will have to coordinate with the AOC.  We need to reach out to that committee 
and see where they are – because they put it on the back burner.  We want to 
be involved in the conversation before they come up with something that we do 
not think is very good. 

  s.  O’Banion:  Is there someone who can get us connected with that 
committee or find out when they are meeting again?   

  t.  Judge Lynch:  They will talk to any judge who calls them.  It is fairly 
congenial.  We just want to see where they are in the process and let them 
know we would like to participate and maybe assist them with the process, 
because maybe they have not had the resources to get to it, and we do.   

  u.  O’Banion:  I think our #2 action plan should also be to get with that 
committee, i.e. 1) evaluate DV assessment tools; 2) get connected with that 
committee so we can be a part of that conversation. 

  v.  Judge Lynch:  I think you may even want to make that #1, because if 
they are working on something now, we need to know that; they might 
implement something without our input, and we have some pretty good ideas. 

  w.  O’Banion:  I agree, I think that should be number 1 on the second 
action item. 

  x.  Judge Jones:  I will reach out to our representative at the AOC and 
see if he can connect me to the right person on that committee. 

  y.  Judge Lynch:  Robin used to be head of the AOC, do we have anyone 
from the court on the committee anymore?   

  z.  O’Banion:  Great idea, I will bring it up to the Attorney General. 
  aa.  Judge Jones:  I think we have developed a plan on the risk 

assessment.  I haven’t heard from Emily, and Suzanne has had a hard time 
getting a word in – ladies, do you have anything to add?   

  bb.  Troshynski:  I think this sounds a really great idea.  I think it would 
make for a consistent baseline across the state which we really need.  The 
Praxis PowerPoint is really good; however send that, thank you.  If there was 
a way for the state to actually follow some of these recommendations, it would 
also make sure there is more consistency within the core system which would 
lead to more transparency and then victims and defenders actually knowing 
what their rights and remedies are, which I think is needed. 
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  cc.  O’Banion:  Would we want to put the Praxis down for further digging 
into at a next court subcommittee meeting?   

  dd.  Judge Lynch:  Yes, I think so.  
  ee.  Troshynski:  There are really good examples in the Praxis, it gives 

good examples, how to map things.  If the state of Nevada could do this I think 
it would be absolutely amazing. It would make things much more manageable. 
We could see what is actually working and what is not. 

  ff.  O’Banion:  We will schedule another subcommittee meeting in 
December, maybe, and we can just spend a little more time looking into that 
and try to glean out what type of things that are in this that we would like to 
include in our best practice model.  Does that sound good? 

  gg. Judge Lynch:  Yes, that sounds great.  Suzanne, did you have 
anything else that you wanted to add?   

  hh.  Suzanne:  No.  
 
6. For Discussion and Possible Action:  The Court Subcommittee Chair 

Judge Cassandra Jones will invite subcommittee members to discuss and 
possibly develop an action plan for presenting the benefits of a Domestic 
Violence Compliance Court Coordinator and including Domestic Violence 
questions on the Pre-Trial Release Assessment to the Administrative Office of 
the Courts.  I think we have already discussed this.  Does anyone have 
anything else to add to this? 

 a.  Judge Lynch:  No, as long as everybody understands we have two items 
there. 

 
7. For Possible Action:  The Court Subcommittee Chair Judge Jones will 

request a volunteer to draft an action plan to present at the November 13, 2019 
Committee on Domestic Violence meeting.  I will take Patty’s outline and draft 
the subcommittee’s approach on how we would investigate and potentially 
come up with recommendations for a compliance court.  

  a.  O’Banion:  The written assessment for action item #2, do you feel you 
have sufficient information to do that second action item also?   

  b.  Judge Jones:  Sure, but is there anyone else who wants to draft it? 
  c.  O’Banion:  I can send you the template that Ross Armstrong came up 

with, because it was really clean and clear, for the training subcommittee’s 
action plan.  I will send you that template, if you can fill in the first part and 
send it to me, maybe you and I can hop on the phone and fill in the second part 
together.  Since we are running out of time, I will just say you will be the 
presenter at the full committee meeting.  Does that work? 

  d.  Judge Jones:  Sure, no pressure.   
 
  e.  O’Banion:  I will help because we will be drafting it together.  I will 

get you the template and then we will just quickly get that put together.  Once 
you get the first part done, you can send it back to me and I will try to fill in 
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the second part.  Then we can get on the phone and go over it together to make 
sure that nothing is missing. Then we will just fly by the seat of our pants at 
the full committee meeting.   

  f.  O’Banion and Jones agreed to get together to complete the written 
plan. 

 
 8. For Information Only:  the CDV’s tentative next meeting is: 

• Monday, December 16, 2019 at 4:00 
 
 9. Public Comment. 
  a.  No public comment., 
 
 10. For Possible Action: Adjournment. 
  Meeting Adjourned. 
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Minutes respectfully submitted by: Jason Mouannes 
Edited by: Nicole O’Banion 
Office of the Attorney General 
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Praxis International

We will begin shortly. 
While you wait…

New Guides to The Domestic Violence Best Practice Assessment:
Victim‐Witness Services, Bail Setting and Pre‐Trial Release 

Thursday, September 26, 2019

2:00 – 3:15 pm Central

Praxis International – Institutional Analysis Technical Assistance  

• Audio connection is by VoiceoverIP on your computer or by phone:          

1‐800‐832‐0736 and dial code *5337080#.

• If using VoIP make sure your speaker/headset volume is on.

• If audio quality is poor, dial in by phone and once connected, turn your speakers 
off. 

• Phone lines are muted. 

Praxis International

New Guides to The Domestic Violence Best Practice 
Assessment: Victim‐Witness Services, Bail Setting 

and Pre‐Trial Release

Thursday, September 26, 2019

With Denise Eng and Rhonda Martinson

Praxis International

1

2
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Praxis International

Webinar details
Accessibility

• Closed Captions are displayed at bottom of screen. Due to limitations of real‐time captioning, 
mistakes are possible. 

• Use Q&A box for questions/comments at any time. Presenters will respond within webinar.

Logistics

• Click on Q&A box icon to adjust text size/color settings.

Sound quality

• If VoIP sound quality is low, dial in by phone to 1‐800‐832‐0736 code *5337080# and turn 
speakers off.

Webinar assistance:

• Send an individual message to TA2TA host(s) or Kue Chang within Q&A box. 

• Email kue@praxisinternational.org after the session for assistance with future webinars. 

3

Praxis International

The Work of a Coordinated Community Response to Domestic Violence

Is each practitioner prepared 
to distinguish battering from 
other forms of domestic 
violence?

Do our interventions 
have unintended 
harmful impacts?

Are we sending 
messages of help & 
accountability?

Who seeks or gets 
drawn into community 
systems? Who avoids 
them…and why?

Are we all on 
the same page? 

Are we prepared at 
each step to interrupt 
actions & patters that 
sustain battering?

Is “every door an open 
door” to someone 
seeking safety?

Will our actions 
make it better or 
worse for Rachel & 
her children?

3

4
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Praxis International

Making the connections…

Coordinated 
Community 
Response

Best Practice 
Assessment

Are we centralizing & 
strengthening safety 

for victims?

Do our efforts 
enhance or 
diminish 
offender 

accountability?

Praxis International

• IS…systematic interagency 
methods to analyze how specific 
features are or are not 
incorporated into daily work 
routines

• IS NOT…an assessment of 
individuals

P
ra
xi
s 
In
st
it
u
ti
o
n
al
 A
n
al
ys
is

Praxis Safety and 
Accountability Audit

Best Practice 
Assessment*

Blueprint for Safety

6

5

6
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Praxis International

Best Practice Assessment

FEATURES

• 3‐5 meetings

• Focus on 1‐2 agencies

• Small team

• Limited data collection

• Little direct consultation with 
survivors

• May or may not need or result in a 
written report

7

BEST APPROACH WHEN…

• Limited time and/or personnel

• Challenging local conditions

• Single agency desires 
examination of own practices

• Narrow scope of intervention

• Lack of skill, ability, time for 
group analysis

• Tune up for an agency or CCR

Praxis International

Praxis Best Practice Assessment
Foundations

8

7

8
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Best Practice Assessment Steps

• NOT completed by one person in an office

• Emphasis on practitioner‐advocate partnership

• Checklists & templates for:

Step 1: 
Organize & Prepare

Step 2: 
Map & Analyze Case 

Processing

Step 3: 
Findings & 

Recommendations

Praxis International

Current Domestic Violence 
Best Practice Assessment Guides

911 Patrol Investigation Charging

Child Protective 
Services

10

9

10
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Praxis International

New Domestic Violence Best Practice 
Assessment Guides (see Q&A Box for link)

11

Victim‐
Witness

Bail 
Setting

Pretrial 
Release

Praxis International

Assessment Steps

12

11

12
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Step 1: Organize & Prepare
• Assign a coordinator

• Select the team

• Select a structure & timeline

• Develop & implement a 
confidentiality agreement, if 
desired

• Gather policies & case files for 
review

13

Praxis International

Step 2: Map & Analyze Case Processing
• Step 2A: Mapping

• Step 2B: Analyze Case Files

• Step 2C: Analyze Policies

14

13

14
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Praxis International

Step 2A: Map steps involved in 
processing a case
• How does someone’s experience 
become a case?

• Use expertise of team members

• Question & diagram

• Understand sequence of actions

• Identify key themes & questions to 
be answered

• Use as an ongoing reference

15

Praxis International

Victim‐
Witness 
Case 
Processing 
Map

16

15

16
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Praxis International 17

1: Bail 
Setting
Processing 
Map

Praxis International 18

2: Bail 
Setting
Processing 
Map

17

18
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Praxis International 19

1: Pretrial 
Release
Processing 
Map

Praxis International 20

2: Pretrial 
Release
Processing 
Map

19

20
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Praxis International

Step 2B: Analyze Case Files/Records
• Access to files/records

• Careful, close reading of case 
files/records that asks specific 
questions related to practice 

• Guided by checklists

• Conducted by the team

• Link discoveries to the case 
processing map

21

Praxis International

Question

What case files or records might be available in your community 
regarding:

• Victim‐witness services?

• Bail setting and conditions of release?

• Pretrial release supervision and enforcement?

22

21

22
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Checklist Themes: Victim‐Witness Services

Risk and danger

• Assessment

• Connect victim 
with confidential 
advocacy

• Communicate with 
prosecutor

Victim engagement

• Contact victim 
ASAP

• First language

• Seek input from 
victim at all stages

• Arrange assistance 
to participate

Linkages to others

• Prosecutor

• Probation

• Community 
services

23

Praxis International

Checklist Themes: Bail Setting & Conditions of 
Release
Use wide range of info 

sources

• Current and past 
patrol reports

• 911 recordings/CAD

• Previous bail evals or 
PSIs

• Victim input

Differentiate 
Recommendations

• DV risk assessment*

• History

• Current/past 
protection orders

Contact/No Contact

• Victim/advocate input

• Risk to victim/victim’s 
level of fear

• Possible coercion

• Economic impact

*See Blueprint for Safety Practitioner’s Guide to Risk and Danger

24

23

24
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Checklist Themes: Pretrial Release Supervision 
& Enforcement

Contact with defendant

• Immediately after 
hearing

• Schedule intake

• Clarify consequences 
of violations

• Connect with 
community services 
ordered and 
recommended

Victim engagement

• Discuss safety 
concerns

• Connect to 
confidential advocacy

• Respond promptly

Violations

• Assess for relevance 
to safety

• Input from 
victim/advocacy

• Update DV risk 
assessment

• Input from community 
service providers 
(BIPs, Treatment, etc.)

25

Praxis International

Step 2C: Analyze Policies

• Look at whether & how policy is 
consistent with best practice related 
to:

• Principles

• Procedures

• Monitoring/Accountability

• Along with mapping & case file 
analysis, develop as complete a 
picture as possible of where & how 
policy currently  functions & could 
change

26

25

26
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Praxis International

Policy Review Themes

Principles

• Collective goals

• Context & severity

• Patterned crime

• Sure & swift 
consequences

• Help & accountability

• Reduce disparity

Procedures

• Case criteria

• Documentation

• Victim‐defendants

• Victim safety & 
protection

• Protecting mother = 
protecting children

• Victim 
notification/connections 
to advocacy

Monitoring

• Supervision

• Intra‐agency

• Inter‐agency

• Data collection and 
information sharing

27

Praxis International

Question 

What policy items would you anticipate being able to review in:

• Victim‐witness services?

• Bail setting and conditions of release?

• Pretrial release supervision and enforcement?

28

27

28
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Praxis International

Sample Policy: Victim‐Witness Services
• Make diligent efforts to contact victims as soon as possible after charging.
• Provide information to victims on non‐charged cases as requested.
• Offer support and resources according to immediate concerns and ongoing 
needs of the victim and her or his family.

• Explain information and education on the court process, including 
explaining crime victims’ rights. Be available to address victims’ concerns.

• Assist the victim with financial concerns resulting from the crime.
• Provide information on pretrial release issues. 
• Assist victims and witnesses during the trial process.
• Provide information and support through case disposition, including 
explanatory information on prosecutor decisions.

• Assist with post‐conviction issues.

29

Praxis International

Sample Policy: Bail Setting 

• Utilize the widest possible range of sources of information to determine bail and 
conditions of release that will best meet the safety needs of the victim and 
others.

• Identify and document the risk factors related to the current offense and past 
actions in determining the threat the defendant presents to the victim and other 
persons and the related safety needs. 

• Seek and document input from the victim and/or the victim’s advocate regarding 
contact with the offender and other conditions of release. 

• Consider each no‐contact recommendation individually and avoid requesting a 
no‐contact order automatically in every case. 

• Make recommendations to the court for bail and conditions of release that reflect 
the context and severity of the offense, the danger that the defendant poses, and 
the safety needs of the victim and the public. 
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Sample Policy: Pretrial Release

• Determine the frequency and manner of contact with pretrial services. In cases of 
high risk to victim, consider requiring frequent and/or in‐person reporting. 

• Contact the victim before the defendant is released from jail to inform her or him 
of the conditions of release, information regarding issuance of a no‐contact order, 
date and time of next hearing, how to report violations.

• Provide community referrals, e.g., employment, housing, counseling, medical 
care, education. 

• Thoroughly document in case notes all contacts with the defendant, the 
defendant’s compliance with conditions, contacts with the victim (particularly any 
information related to risk and danger), and actions taken by the conditional 
release supervisor. 

31
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Step 3: Report Findings 
& Recommend Changes
• Identify common themes & key 
findings

• Develop recommendations for 
change

• Construct a plan for change
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Examples of outcomes

• Developed and implemented follow‐up questions for 911 operators 

• Improved consistency in risk assessment in patrol response

• Improved stalking investigation

• Established an advocacy‐initiated response

• Developed state‐certified training for patrol officers 

• Created a new domestic violence investigator position

33
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Final questions, comments
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Resources
Existing Guides

• 911 & Patrol

• Investigation & Prosecution Charging

• Child Protective Services

New Guides

• Victim‐Witness

• Bail Setting & Pretrial Release

• Plea Agreements & Sentencing

Additional Resources

• Videos (10 min)
• Overview

• Building a team

• Checklists

• Sample reports

• Past webinars

http://praxisinternational.org/instituti
onal‐analysiscommunity‐assessment‐
2/best‐practice‐assessment‐guides/

35

Praxis International

For further information…

Praxis International website

www.praxisinternational.org

Email: safetyaudit@praxisinternational.org

This project is supported by grant #2015‐TA‐AX‐K056 awarded by the Office on Violence Against Women, 

U.S. Department of Justice. The opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed are those of 

the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the view of the U. S. Department of Justice.
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Danger Assessment for Law Enforcement 

The Danger Assessment for Law Enforcement (DA-LE) is 

an evidence-based risk assessment screening instrument, 

administered on scene by law enforcement officers, that 

identifies victims who are at the highest risk of 

severe/near-lethal assault.  It acts as a supplement to the 

police report.  

  

How it Works 

An officer responding to a domestic violence call uses the DA-LE to collect a history 

of violence. The DA-LE consists of 11 questions.  A score that exceeds a pre-

determined threshold indicates a victim at elevated risk of homicide and severe/near-

lethal assault.   

The DA-LE is designed to be used in court to inform criminal justice proceedings 

including bail. The DA-LE can be used as a stand-alone tool or as part of a broader 

multidisciplinary team such as a Domestic Violence High Risk Team (DVHRT) that 

works together to prevent homicide.  

 The DA-LE is based on the Danger Assessment, an instrument developed by Dr. 

Jacquelyn Campbell, PhD, RN, FAAN to help abused women accurately assess the 

level of danger they are in from their partner or ex-partner. For more information, go 

to www.dangerassessment.org. 

  

"Police officers have a unique opportunity to 

administer risk assessment at the scene of intimate 

partner violence (IPV) incidents."  

http://www.dangerassessment.org/


- Jill Theresa Messing and Jacquelyn Campbell 

  

The Research Behind DA-LE 

                         

The DA-LE is a collaboration between the foremost researchers in the field of 

intimate partner homicide and Jeanne Geiger Crisis Center. 

To develop the DA-LE instrument, Jeanne Geiger Crisis Center partnered with two 

leading researchers, Dr. Jacquelyn C. Campbell, PhD, RN, FAAN of Johns Hopkins 

University School of Nursing and Dr. Jill Theresa Messing, MSW, PhD of Arizona 

State University School of Social Work.  

» Read Informing collaborative interventions: Intimate partner violence risk 

assessment for front line police officers (PDF 146kb) by Jill Theresa Messing and 

Jacquelyn Campbell. 

 

https://www.jgccdale.org/s/Press_Messing-and-Campbell.pdf
https://www.jgccdale.org/s/Press_Messing-and-Campbell.pdf


When someone calls police after a domestic violence incident, an officer who responds asks the victim 
11 questions: 

 Has your partner ever used a weapon against you or threatened you with a weapon? 
 Has he or she ever threatened to kill you or your children? 
 Do you think he or she might try to kill you? 
 Does your partner have a gun or can he or she get one easily? 
 Has he or she ever tried to choke you? 
 Is your partner violently or constantly jealous or does he or she control most of your daily 

activities? 
 Have you left your partner or separated from them after living together or being married? 
 Is he or she unemployed? 
 Has your partner ever tried to kill him/herself? 
 Do you have a child that he or she knows is not theirs? 
 Does your partner follow or spy on you or leave threatening messages? 

The questions are divided into two sections. If a victim answers yes to any of the first three questions, 
the police officer calls a local, 24-hour domestic violence hotline immediately. 
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Committee on Domestic Violence – Court Subcommittee 
Action Plan – Revised October 2019 

Goal Task Person(s) Responsible Target Date Notes / Status 

Implement Victim Risk 
Assessment Tool 
Statewide (for use in bail 
review, sentencing, or 
other court proceedings) 

Connect with AOC to see 
if/what the AOC has done 
with regard to victim risk 
assessment 

Judge Jones November 31 To provide update at 
12/16 subcommittee 
meeting 

Review of Praxis Int’l best 
practices model 

Court Subcommittee 12/16/2019 Any new goals? 

Review victim risk 
assessment tools 

Court Subcommittee 01/31/2020 Most effective tool? 
Ease of use? 

Review implementation 
model 

Court Subcommittee 03/31/2020 Who should administer? 
How is it transmitted to 
the Court? 
When should the Court 
consider it? 
Are rule or legislative 
changes needed? 

Make recommendation of 
what victim risk 
assessment should be 
used, and how it could be 
implemented for use in 
the Courts 

Court subcommittee 05/15/2020  

Specialty Court or 
Diversion Program(s) for 
Batterers 

Survey of literature, 
resources & best practices 

Court Subcommittee June 1, 2020  

Survey of what Nevada 
jurisdictions are currently 
doing 

Court Subcommittee 06/30/2020  

Identify funding options  Court Subcommittee 09/31/2020  

Draft recommendation 
report 

Court Subcommittee 12/31/2020  
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